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Vertigo Theatre is committed to creating a welcoming atmosphere for schools and to assist teachers and parent 
chaperones with that process. It is our wish to foster and develop our relationship with our student audience 
members. It is our intention to create positive theatre experiences for young people by providing study guides 
and post-show “talk backs” with our actors and theatre personnel, in order to enrich students’ appreciation of 
theatre as an art form and enhance their enjoyment of our plays.
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Introduction
Welcome to the Study Guide for Vertigo Theatre’s production of OUR MAN IN HAVANA by 
Graham Greene (adapted by Clive Francis).

In this guide you will find information about the play, the creative team and performers,
as well as a variety of activities to do with your class before and after the show. There
are activities suitable for class discussion, individual projects, as well as games and
exercises that get students moving around and learning on their feet.

For this production, you’ll find activities that will introduce students to the world of
Havana in the 1950s, as well as exercises that will bring you right into the intrigue of the
spy world. We are also featuring an interview with director Mark Bellamy, who will share
his thoughts on directing, what he loves about thriller-comedies, and some of his alltime
favourite mysteries.

Sometimes your students might read an unusual word or term and feel some “vertigo”,
so we’ve got handy-dandy blood spatters that give definitions. Like this:

Enjoy!

Vertigo is a medical condition one 
of the symptoms of which is the 

sensation of movement in a sufferer 
who is not moving. Often it feels 

like a spinning or swaying 
movement. Vertigo is the most 

common type of dizziness.
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Top 10 Things to Know about 
Going to the Theatre
Because some of you may be first-time theatre attendees (and some of you more experienced theatregoers 
may need a little reminder), we’ve compiled a Top 10 list of some of New York Show Tickets Do’s and 
Don’ts of Broadway Theatre Etiquette as well as a few of our own:

1.  Power Down
Turn off your cell phone, people. Turn. It. Off. And, no, putting your cell phone on vibrate isn’t good 
enough - the people next to you can hear that weird buzzing sound, too. Besides which, the use of cameras 
and recording devices in the theatre is strictly prohibited.

2.  Don’t Send Text Messages During the Show
You may think you’re being all incognito, but in a darkened theatre, the light from your cell phone screen is 
incredibly distracting to those around you. And why do you still have your phone on anyway? We just told 
you to turn it off!

3.  Eat Your Lunch Before the Show, Not DURING It 
This isn’t the movies. Eating, drinking or chewing gum is not permitted in the theatre. There is a water 
fountain out in the lobby for your use during the intermission.

4.  Unwrap Cough Drops and Candies in Advance
If you anticipate any coughing fits during the show, be sure to unwrap your lozenges before the 
performance starts and have them at the ready. That crinkling sound is like nails on a chalkboard during a 
quiet play. And, no, unwrapping it S-L-O-W-L-Y does not help the situation ... it’s much, much worse.

5.  PreShow=PreChatter
When the houselights go down at the beginning of the play, this lets you know that we’re starting. It is 
at this moment that the actors and technical staff do their final preparation for the opening moment, so 
please let them do their work by being quiet and respectful.

6.  Don’t Be A Disruptive Miss Manners 
Sure, it’s irritating when someone’s cell phone goes off, but what’s even worse is when it’s followed by a 
series of annoyed “Tsks,” “Hmphs,” hisses, snarls, and shouts of “Turn it off!” can be just as distracting as 
the original disruption.

7.  Zip Those Lips
A quick whisper to your neighbour, or an audible reaction to something interesting that happens on stage 
is fine (this is the live theatre, not the morgue), but keep conversations to the intermission and after the 
show.

8.  Stay put, watch and enjoy the play. 
If you absolutely must use the washroom during the performance, please exit the theatre quickly and 
quietly. You will be readmitted to the theatre at the discretion of the House Manager. 

9.  You’re not in your Living Room
Please do not stand up, walk around or put your feet on the seat or stage in front of you. Everyone around 
you, including the actors, will appreciate it.

10.  Enjoy Yourself!
Come to the theatre to get swept away into another world. Be sure to thank all of the artists for their hard 
work by applauding during the curtain call.

http://www.nytix.com/Links/Broadway/Articles/etiquette.html
http://www.nytix.com/Links/Broadway/Articles/etiquette.html
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THE CAST 
 KENT ALLEN Dr. Hasselbacher, Lopez & Others

 DOUG MCKEAG James Wormold

 JULIE ORTON Milly, Beatrice & Others

 ROBBIE TOWNS Hawthorne, Cpt. Segura & Others

 
CREATIVE TEAM

 CLIVE FRANCIS Playwright

 MARK BELLAMY Director

 TERRY GUNVORDAHL Set, Lighting & Projection Designer

 THERESA GERMAIN Costume Designer

 BEN ELLIOTT Sound Designer

 SARA TURNER Stage Manager

 CARISSA SAMS Assistant Stage Manager

 CLAIRE BOLTON Apprentice Stage Manager

 PERSEPHONE THEATRE Set Construction, Paint

 KEVIN COREY Head of Props

TIME & PLACE
1958, Havana and other locales

Special Thanks
Vertigo Theatre would like to extend a very sincere thank you to Jock Osler for recording our lobby announcements. 

“The videotaping or making of electronic or other audio and/or visual recordings of this production or distributing 
recordings on any medium, including the internet, is strictly prohibited, a violation of the author’s rights and actionable 

under United States Copyright Law.  For more information, please visit: www.samuelfrench.com/whitepaper.”

Vertigo Theatre is a member of the Professional Association of Canadian Theatre and engages under the terms of the 
Canadian Theatre Agreement professional Artists who are members of the Canadian Actors’ Equity Association.

Administrative Offices: 
Suite 161, 115 – 9th Avenue SE, Calgary, AB T2G 0P5

Phone: 403.221.3707   Fax: 403.263.1611
vertigotheatre.com
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Graham Greene
Vertigo audiences may be familiar with Graham 
Greene from the 2014 production of the 
lightheartedTravels With My Aunt. Devotees 
will be delighted that Our Man in Havana falls 
similarly into the category of “entertainments” 
—a classification which Greene himself used. 
His best known works, however, tend to take a 
much darker perspective of the world.

Greene made his debut in 1929 with The Man 
Within, and for the next 60 years he would 
continue to write many distinguished works 
including Brighton Rock (1938), The Power and 
the Glory (1940), The Heart of the Matter (1948), The End of the Affair (1951), and The Quiet American 
(1955). In 1967, he was shortlisted for the Nobel Prize for Literature.

A prolific writer who was fastidious about writing his 500 words per day, his work examined the intricacies 
of relationships, the excitement of travel, and the intrigue of spies and criminals. Though his imagination 
was boundless, Greene was able to draw inspiration for his espionage novels directly from his career as a 
spy with MI6 during World War II.

Contemporary novelist John Irving (The Cider House Rules, A Prayer for Owen Meany) remarked that 
prior to Greene’s death in 1991 he was “the most accomplished living novelist in the English language.”

Greene’s take on Havana

Our Man in Havana was set during the years that Fulgencio Batista was president of Cuba 
(1952-59). Batista was a dictator who associated with organized crime families, used terroristic 
tactics, and jailed anyone who opposed him. Though Greene was well aware of the situation he 
chose to downplay it, which was controversial.

“In poking fun at the British Secret Service, I had minimized the terror of Batista’s rule. I had 
not wanted too black a background for a light-hearted comedy, but those who suffered during the 
years of dictatorship could hardly be expected to appreciate that my real subject was the absurdity 
of the British agent and not the justice of a revolution.”
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SYNOPSIS & CHARACTERS
SYNOPSIS

Jim Wormwold, an under-employed vacuum cleaner salesman living in 1950s Cuba, is struggling to 
pay for his teenage daughter’s increasingly extravagant lifestyle. So when the British Secret Service 
asks him to become their ‘man in Havana’ he can’t afford to say no. There’s just one problem... he 
doesn’t know anything! To avoid suspicion, he begins to recruit non-existent sub-agents, concocting a 
series of intricate fictions. But Wormwold soon discovers that his stories are closer to the truth than 
he could ever have imagined…

In Clive Francis’ adaptation, Graham Greene’s classic satirical novel becomes a wonderfully funny and 
fast-moving romp.

CHARACTERS

Our Man in Havana is a play with dozens of characters played by only four actors (designated as 
“Voices”). The breakdown is as follows:

VOICE 1 (MALE) - Narrator, Wormold

VOICE 2 (MALE) - Narrator, Hawthorne, Tourist 1, Sister, Pimp1, Hasselbacher, Porter, Sergeant, 
Teresa, Sanchez, Carter, Waiter 2

VOICE 3 (MALE) - Narrator, Lopez, Bank Teller, Tourist 2, Pimp 2, Rev Mother, Liftman, 
Consular Official, Ethel, The Chief, Policeman, Segura, Waiter at  restaurant, Teresa’s Pimp, Drinks 
Waiter, The Queen.

VOICE 4 (FEMALE) - Narrator, Miss Jenkinson, Milly, Beatrice, Sanchez Woman, Air Hostess, 
Doorman, O’Toole, Stripper
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INSIDE VERTIGO THEATRE
We talk to director Mark Bellamy about 
mixing laughs and thrills, how he creates 
a happy rehearsal room, and his favourite 
mysteries.

Having directed The 39 Steps for Vertigo and Stage 
West, you’re very familiar with the “Espionage-
Comedy-Thriller” genre. Our Man in Havana isn’t as 
whacky as The 39 Steps, but what excites you about 
returning to this territory? And what excites you 
about Our Man in Havana in particular?

I’m a big fan of shows that have a built in meta-
theatricality to them, like The 39 Steps and Our Man 
in Havana. Shows that contain an inherent awareness 
for the audience that they are witnessing a play. 
They’re very different from naturalistic pieces where 
we try to maintain an illusion that what we’re seeing 
is “a slice of life”. In shows like The 39 Steps and Our 
Man in Havana actors are asked to play multiple roles 
(both male & female), with the audience being in on the joke. It adds to the sense of fun the 
‘anything can happen’ sense of the world that these plays create. We add to this with sets that 
rapidly change and evolve in front of the audience, we don’t try to hide anything, everything is 
on  display. I love this kind of work because it showcases the incredible virtuosity of the artists 
involved in a very visceral way for the audience – it makes the audience a willing participant in 
creating the magic of the world. 

In the case of Our Man in Havana in particular I’m excited to be researching the world the play 
is set in. I’m actually hoping to take a trip out to Havana to experience it first hand before we 
start rehearsals!

As a director, when you first sit down with a script, what are you looking for? How does your 
process begin?

I always read the play several times over the course of a month or two before I even start to 
make decisions. I like to let it settle into my subconscious and just stew for a bit. I tend to let the 
decisions come slowly and organically. On a show like this casting was a very important first step. 
Once I knew who the actors were it informed my process a lot as I could begin to imagine those 
actors inhabiting the various characters in the play. The next big step forward was working with 
Terry Gunvordahl [the set and lighting designer] on the initial concept for the set, which helps 
to determine how the show will work physically. With those two key elements in place it then 
becomes about continually reading and envisioning the possibilities for each scene. I like to go 
into rehearsals with a basic plan for each scene and then see where the actors will take it. The plan 
always changes as you add more people into the process but that’s the joy of rehearsing, letting 
everyone’s creativity contribute to the final product.
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When you’re rehearsing with the actors, what makes for an effective process? Are there things you 
encourage or discourage?

Over my years as an actor and a director I have had the advantage of watching a variety of directors work and 
from all of that I’ve created my own philosophy about rehearsals. First and foremost I think it’s vital to create 
an atmosphere of trust and respect in rehearsal. A lot of what we do in rehearsal is try different approaches so I 
encourage actors to make mistakes, to try something and maybe risk getting it wrong! That’s how we discover 
what the best solution is. My motto is “The best idea in the room wins”, which means that everyone has a 
voice and not everything that happens on the stage has to come from me. So if there’s a challenge or a problem 
everyone in the room — actors, stage managers, designers — is part of creating the answer or solution, not just 
me. 

What’s the biggest challenge of directing Our Man in Havana?

The biggest physical challenge of the piece is the set. The show takes place in a lot of different locations around 
Havana, so creating a set that can help us shift seamlessly from one locale to another is going to be a huge 
part of figuring out how we make this show work. The added wrinkle is that the set will have to work in two 
theatres (Vertigo and Persephone) as this is a co-production.

Another challenge is going to be creating very specific physical and vocal work with the actors who play 
multiple characters to make sure that everything is distinct. Often these characters appear very quickly, so it 
takes a lot of precision from the performers to be able to switch back and forth rapidly, from men to women, 
from Cuban accents to German accents to British accents!

As the previous Artistic Director of Vertigo, you have had more exposure than most to the mystery genre in 
theatre. What do you consider to be the standouts of the genre? Maybe a Top 3?

There are so many it’s hard to pick just three!! I think in the contemporary canon Deathtrap by Ira Levin is one 
of the best comedy thrillers ever written. It’s beautifully constructed and really keeps the audience guessing. 

Anthony Shaffer’s Sleuth  is another of my favourites, with great writing and a real tour de force for two actors.

I have to Include The 39 Steps as it’s one of the most fun shows I’ve ever worked on in my life!

And I’ve always been a fan of Agatha Christie – she really has great plots and great characters in all of her 
plays. I think my favourite play of hers is The Hollow, some of her best writing and really interesting characters.

Others:  An Inspector Calls by JB Priestly, Laura by Vera Caspary, Wait Until Dark by Frederick Knott

For spy fiction in general, what would you recommend to people who want to dip their toes in a little more? 
This could be films, books, plays, whatever you like.

Oh my gosh, there’s so much out there….. Obviously Ian Fleming’s  James Bond series of novels and films 
is certainly one of the most popular. I also like the classic film versions of The Thin Man and The Saint – the 
old ones, not the remakes but that’s just me. Modern authors such as Steve Berry, Robert Ludlam and John 
LeCarre. And of course Graham Greene!!
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Preshow Discussion 
Questions and Projects
Fabrication
In the world of espionage, when sources make up fraudulent information it’s referred to 
as fabrication. The inspiration for Our Man in Havana was a double agent for the British 
government named Juan Pujol García (known by the codename “Garbo”) who was feeding 
fraudulent information to the German government during World War II. He was spectacularly 
successful.

In order to make fake information appear real, a writer has to make up credible details. In Our 
Man in Havana, Wormold makes up his network of spies. In creative writing, we often make up 
characters for our stories and they have to be equally believable.

What makes a credible character? Details, details details. Which is more believable to you:

 1. Bob is a cop. He has messy hair. He likes to play pool.
 2. Robert Fields has been a officer with the Calgary Police Service for 15 years. He 
has a mop of messy salt and pepper hair. He plays snooker in a recreational league at Olympic 
Billiards in Calgary’s belt line district.

The information is essentially the same, but the details in the second example are what make the 
character credible.

Try writing a short biography of a made up character. Use as many details as you can. Always ask 
yourself if you can be more specific.
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Sights and Sounds of Havana

Graham Greene spent some time in Havana, so he had the opportunity to soak up the sights and sounds before 
writing his novel. Sometimes writers get to visit the places they write about, but many writers use places and 
time periods that they can’t describe from direct experience. The tools that they use to bring these worlds to life 
are inspiration and imagination. A little inspiration is often all it takes to get our imaginations working.

So try this:

Google the song “Cerezo Rosa” by Perez Prado. It was a hit song in Cuba in the 1950s.

Next have a look at the image below.

Ideally, listen to the song as you examine the picture. Look closely at the details. Get the feel of the music.

Now try writing the beginning of a story about the two people who are the focus of the photograph. What are 
they talking about? How are they feeling? What’s happening around them?
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Dream Diary

Author Graham Greene often drew inspiration from his dreams, and kept a diary of them for many years of his 
life. He published a selection of his recorded dreams in a book called A World of My Own: A Dream Diary. In 
the introduction he describes the value of these for the creative writer:

“It can be a comfort sometimes to know that there is a world 
which is purely one’s own — the experience in that world, of 
travel, danger, happiness, is shared with no one else. There are 
no witnesses. No libel actions. The characters I meet there have 
no memory of meeting me, no journalist or would-be biographer 
can check my account with another’s. I can hardly be prosecuted 
under the Official Secrets Act for any incident connected with 
the security services. I have spoken with Khruschev at a dinner 
party, I have been sent by the Secret Service to murder Goebbels. 
I am not lying — and yet, of all the witnesses who share these 
scenes with me, there is not one who can claim from his personal 
knowledge that what I describe is untrue.”

Try your hand at keeping a dream diary for a few nights. It will help if you keep 
something to write with beside your bed, so you can record your dreams as soon 
as you wake up.

After you have some material, write down your answers to a few questions:

 • What do you think your dreams mean?
 • Are they connected in any way?
 • Is there anything that might inspire a story?

There will be a question and answer session after the show. What questions do you have about putting on the 
play? What have you always wanted to know about theatre? What do you want to know about being an actor?

Your Burning Questions
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Preshow ACTIVITIES 
TO GET YOU UP ON YOUR FEET
Spot the Truth

In OUR MAN IN HAVANA, there are so many lies that the truth becomes difficult to discern. 
In the following exercise, students will be challenged to find the truth in a sea of lies and to engage 
their ability to bend the truth

Liars’ Club

Instructions: 

1.  Split the class into groups of 5 or so. Choose a topic. It could be worst jobs you’ve had, 
embarrassing experiences, etc.
 
2.  Each group needs to find their own space and share their stories of the topic. One person’s story 
will be selected as “the truth”.
 
3.  All the other members of the group have to make up lies based on the topic that they think will 
fool the group.

4.  Each group of 5 presents their stories and the rest of the class has to vote on which one they 
think is the truth.

Discussion: 

1.  Was the rest of the class good at sussing out the truth?
2.  Which lies tended to fool people? What did the liars do that worked well?
3.  How did liars give themselves away?
4.  How were you able to determine what was the truth?
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The Ever-Changing Story

Jim Wormold is continually having to think on the spot and adjust his stories to suit the present circumstances 
he sees in front of him. This demands a strong ability to improvise. This exercise will challenge students to think 
on their feet and adapt quickly to what is thrown at them.

New Choice

Instructions: 

1.  Everyone in the group should pair up.
2.  Person A will start telling a story to Person B. The instructor may suggest a topic. The story should be 
fictional, rather than real.
3.  At any point in the story, Person B may say “New Choice” and Person A must change the thing he or she just 
said. Person B may say “New Choice” until he or she is happy with Person A’s adaptation. For example:

A: One morning I got up and went to the store, but I found that it was closed.

B: New choice.

A: I found that it was open. So I went inside, walked up to the counter, and I saw that the owner was 
furious.

B: New choice.

A: I saw that the owner was happy.

B: New choice.

A: I saw that the owner was confused. So I asked what was wrong.

Etc.

4.   Switch roles and repeat.

Discussion

1.  Did you find it difficult or easy?
2.  Did the story go to a more or less interesting place when person B called for a new choice?
3.  How did you feel when you were forced to adapt your story to the new choice?
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Post Show Discussion 
Questions

1.  Graham Greene set a lighthearted story in a country that was suffering from a brutal dictatorship. 
What do you think of this decision? Should more of the country’s circumstances been addressed?

2.  Wormold could be considered an antihero. How did you feel about him? Were you hoping he 
would succeed? Why or why not?

3.  Why were World’s handlers (Hawthorne, The Chief, Beatrice) fooled by his lies? Was he a good 
liar or were they easily deceived?

4.  Did your views about Captain Segura change at the end of the story?

5.  All of the characters in the story were portrayed by four actors. Why do you think Clive Francis 
(who adapted the story for the stage) chose to do this? Did you like the choice?

antihero — a central 
character in a story, 

movie, or drama who 
lacks conventional 
heroic attributes.
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The Art of the 
Theatre Review
Now that you’ve seen the production, it’s time to write a review. But how do you do it? Where do 
you start? The Guardian Theatre critic Lyn Gardner suggests:

A traditional theatre review often begins by giving the reader some background 
about a production, a brief outline of plot and themes, a sense of what the staging 
looks (and sounds) like; it offers an evaluation of the writing, the production and 
the performances and concludes with a summing up.

But, most importantly, she says that:

The first rule is that there are no rules – you’re writing a review to express your 
thoughts and feelings about a theatre show, not taking an exam. There are as many 
ways to write a review as there are personal responses to any production. There is 
no right or wrong. Allow yourself to develop your own distinctive voice, and be 
honest about what you really think about a production: convey your enthusiasm 
for it or explain why you disliked it. Don’t worry about going out on a limb. A timid 
theatre review is often a dull read. The hardest reviews to write are not about the 
shows you passionately loved or hated, but about ones that were just so-so.

To begin, jot down what stuck with you in the production.
• What do you remember the most?
• Which performances did you love and why?
• What did you think of the costumes, the set, the lighting, the sound?
• Did you like the story?
• Did the production make you feel something?

This last question is perhaps the most important. Kenneth Tynan, one of the most celebrated 
critics of all time said the following about that very topic:

If a play does anything—either tragically or comically, satirically or farcically—to 
explain to me why I am alive, it is a good play. If it seems unaware that such 
questions exist, I tend to suspect that it’s a bad one.

By “explain to me why I am alive”, Tynan is suggesting that a play should speak to you about 
some aspect of your life. Some other questions you could address are:
• If you lost interest, where did the production go wrong?
• Was there a part of the story that you had difficulty accepting? A performance you didn’t 
      believe? A twist in the story that didn’t make sense?
• Would you recommend this play to others? Was it worth your time?

Bonus Activity!
Can you summarize your review in the length of a tweet? You get 140 characters. This includes 
spaces!

If you’re on Twitter, tag Vertigo with @vertigotheatre, so we can know what you thought!

http://www.theguardian.com/stage/theatreblog/2012/oct/04/theatre-criticism-cat-hot-tin-roof
https://twitter.com
https://twitter.com/Vertigotheatre
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ABOUT VERTIGO THEATRE

We are a professional, not-for-profit charitable organization with a dual artistic mandate. 

Our mission is to be a leader in developing, producing and presenting plays based in the mystery 
genre, and plays for young audiences, while providing a performance home for other 
organizations. 

Our vision is to create exceptional entertainment experiences. Vertigo Theatre occupies a unique 
place in Calgary’s cultural landscape as: 
•  The only professional theatre in Canada producing a series of professional plays based in the 
mystery genre 
•  The only theatre in Calgary presenting a full series of theatre for young audiences either 
produced by Vertigo Theatre or on tour across the country and beyond
•  Providing a performance home for other arts and arts education organizations
•  Committed to mentorship and training in all areas – artistic, production and administration
 
Vertigo Theatre is a member of the Professional Association of Canadian Theatres and engages 
under the terms of the Canadian Theatre Agreement professional Artists who are members of the 
Canadian Actors’ Equity Association. 

EDUCATION & OUTREACH 
PROGRAM STUDENT MATINEES 
BD&P Mystery Theatre Series 
Vertigo is the only professional theatre company in Canada that produces a full season of plays 
based in the mystery genre, encompassing classical and contemporary work that stimulates, 
entertains and engages the audience. 

Y Stage Theatre Series 
Features plays that have been created specifically for young people by Vertigo Theatre or other 
professional theatre companies on tour from across Canada and beyond. The Y Stage Theatre 
Series separates itself from other child-oriented arts programming with plays that are socially 
relevant and thought-provoking as well as entertaining, reflecting issues and concerns that 
children face every day such as bullying, self-acceptance, cultural diversity, tolerance and the value 
of friendship.
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NOTE FROM THE Y STAGE 
THEATRE SERIES PRODUCER
Life is a beautiful adventure, full of ups and downs, twists and turns.  Each of the characters you will 
meet this season are, in their own way, embracing life to the fullest.  The 2016-2017 Y Stage season is 
a celebration of what it means to be alive.

Poetry brought to life through rollicking song for our youngest audience members; a clever, deeply 
moving play for teens about anorexia; a magical display of world-class puppetry and an epic micro-
adventure that has been described as pure genius; there is truly something for all ages and tastes. 
Join us for an exciting season of masterfully created  
theatre from around the world and let your heart and imagination soar.

Nathan Pronyshyn
Y Stage Theatre Series Producer

ACCESS FOR YOUNG 
AUDIENCES (AYA) PROGRAM 
Theatre for young audiences is an exceptional art form that, over and over again, has proven to be 
a significant contributing factor in the development of children. Studies have shown that 
sustained exposure to the performing arts at an early age develops an appreciation of music, dance 
and theatre that lasts a lifetime. 

The Access for Young Audiences program offers a much-needed resource to schools and 
community groups that represent children and teens who are considered ‘high needs’ by providing 
low-cost or free tickets to productions in our BD&P Mystery Theatre Series and our Y Stage 
Theatre Series. The AYA program levels socio-economic backgrounds and allows kids to be kids, 
and teens to relate to each other on a deeper, more meaningful level. Children and teens are 
exposed to positively positioned real-life issues (bullying, drug-addition or racism), and the 
concept and impact of empathy for others. Most importantly, the AYA program is a tool to 
incubate the next generation of artists and arts supporters. 

Proudly sponsored by: 


